Powerful on

Park Terrace
A special setting deserves a striking design, and that is what Phil
Redmond Architecture and Urbanism (PRau) has created for the
historic site on Park Terrace overlooking Hagley Park.

A

regional finalist for the
NZIA competition, Phil
and his team were given
plenty of scope, with the client
brief simply specifying three
bedrooms and a double garage.
The completed home lands
on the line between inventive
but familiar, drawing as it does
on the traditional clean gable
form of residential Christchurch
and meshing it with historic
industrial brick warehouse
form. The black bricks are laid
in Flemish bond, full length
then end length, with some
end length bricks proud of the

surface which adds texture and
plays with shadow and light.
While the exterior is dark, simple
and clean, the interior features
the softness of blonde wood.
Of many surprising and sleek
features, Phil’s favourite are the
solid steel heavy windows. “They
are so dark during the day, but
at night, lit from within the scene
shifts and the house becomes
light and sculptural.”
The dormer windows frame
considered views, engaging with
Hagley Park and generating a
secluded connection.
H+M Builders gave this very

special design its final form.
Directors Hamish Inch and Matt
Stephens are passionate about
bespoke architecture and Matt
says, “working with Phil was a
breeze from the outset. Phil’s
attention to detail and vision
made our interactions with the
clients very simple”.
Phil says, “PRau and H+M
Builders share a focus – we
create pieces of timeless
architecture that people will
enjoy. Hamish and Matt have
brought a house together that
this family, and admirers, will
enjoy for years to come.”

A favourite element
for Hamish and Matt was
fashioning the intricate
detailing, a process that left
zero tolerance for error. The
interior finish that features
pre-finished hot-rolled steel
panelling is a highlight, as
are the concealed pivot
doors, enclosed by the
dormer-laden tray roof.
“We’ve loved working with
quality products and turning
a set of plans into a physical
structure, and of course
having our clients see their
dream take shape,” Matt says.
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